
MEMORANDUM 
 

July 30, 1996 

 

To:  Jeremy Gunn 

 

From:  Joe Freeman 

 

Subject: Referred Material in Miscellaneous HSCA Record Series 

 

After several conversations with Kris Wilhelm of NARA and a review of the copied referral sheets in 

our office, the following is a quick overview of non-Numbered Files record series in the HSCA 

collection which contain referred material: 

 

Record Series   Current Status 

 

Security Classified Files  Housed in ARRB SCIF, have never been physically 

referred to originating/equity-holding agencies 

 

Security Classified Testimony Housed in ARRB SCIF, have apparently been    

   physically referred to originating/equity-holding 

agencies 

 

Immunized Executive Session Housed in ARRB SCIF, have apparently been 

Testimony    physically referred to originating/equity-holding 

agencies 

 

Photographic Materials  Referred parts of this record series are housed at 

Archives I; there are some referral sheets to the CIA 

for records from this series, none for the FBI; 

theoretically the CIA has had “their” material 

physically referred to them 

 

Briefing Books   Housed at Archives I, there are referral sheets in 

both the FBI and CIA referral notebooks for portions 

of these books; these portions have apparently been 

physically referred to these two agencies (as an aside, 

Rep. Stewart McKinney’s briefing material is listed 

as a separate record series by NARA for some obscure 

reason; for purposes of this memo, I include his along 

with the others) 



 

Security Violation Case File This one-box record series is housed at Archives I and       (Regis 

Blahut file)  has apparently been physically referred to the CIA  

Record Series   Current Status 

 

Register of Numbered  The original cards are housed at Archives I; an  

Documents (HSCA card file) unredacted set of copies are housed in the     

  ARRB SCIF; both the FBI and the CIA were sent a 

copied set; the CIA has returned its set to NARA with 

requested redactions (this set is housed at NARA I); 

the FBI has never returned their set or gotten back to 

NARA; thus, there is no version of the card file at 

NARA II (even a redacted one) 

 

Audiocassettes and Other  There are a limited number of audiocassettes (perhaps 

Sound Recordings   half a dozen) for which no transcripts exist and which 

have yet to be forwarded to NARA II; these are 

effectively in referred status; these cassettes contain 

CIA equities and have been listened to by Frank 

Most, et al; am seeking to ascertain exact current 

status -- it may be that NARA has yet to hear back 

on what CIA wants redacted; in addition, there are 

audiocassettes being held at Archives I which reflect 

interviews, depositions, etc., for which there are tran- 

scripts which are themselves currently referred; these 

latter audiocassettes will be forwarded to NARA II 

in the event that the transcripts are opened in full; if 

postponements are upheld in the transcripts, NARA 

will make arrangements to have copies made of the 

audiocassettes and then excise postponed portions 

before sending the copies to NARA II 
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